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 1. MOTIVATION 

 

Lightning… a phenomenon which is so common and at the same time so 

mysterious. It accompanies us since time immemorial; sometimes it is closer than we 

would have wished. We are fascinated by its variability, we like its spectacular shapes, 

we are afraid of its power. We have known more than one quarter of a millennium that 

lightning is a natural electrical discharge between a thundercloud and the Earth. 

 But do we understand it? What do we know about its initiation? Yes, many of the 

questions have been answered. Regarding the initiation of lightning we have not gotten 

much further than Franklin.  

It is unbelievable, but we still don’t understand what causes lightning flashes. It is 

not clear how a lightning discharge is born. It’s not yet fully understood how a 

thundercloud gets charged. We don't know what triggers the lightning discharge. We 

don't know how the spark needed for the initiation of discharges is formed in the 

thundercloud. The electric field measured in thunderclouds is about 10 times smaller than 

what is needed to initiate a discharge. Are discharges initiated by collisions between ice 

particles in thunderclouds? Are high-energy particles from cosmic rays responsible for 

the triggering of discharges? From a practical point of view, will we ever be able to 

predict when and where lightning will strike? 

The solution of these puzzles is probably hidden inside the thundercloud. But can 

we look inside thundercloud? In-situ measurements of in-cloud processes are incredibly 

difficult. Optical measurements are possible only if the observed processes occur very 

close to the cloud edge.  

But we know that the in-cloud discharges radiate electromagnetic signals. Thus 

the analysis of the remote measurements of signals radiated by in-cloud lightning 

processes can serve as a useful tool for their investigation.  
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2.  REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESULTS 

2.1. Introduction 

 

Various lightning processes radiate electromagnetic signals. Their frequencies differ 

according to the speed of associated lightning processes. The first measurements of magnetic 

and electric signals radiated by lightning flashes in microsecond and submicrosecond scales 

were done in the seventies of the last century and began the modern era of the electromagnetic 

measurements related to lightning [Rakov and Uman, 2003]. 

The source of the lightning discharge is a thundercloud – cumulonimbus. The 

mechanism of the electrification of the thundercloud involves two main processes: 1) small-

scale process of the charging of individual hydrometeors (various liquid or frozen water 

particles in the atmosphere), and 2) the process that spatially separates these particles by their 

polarity and thus creates the charges regions in the cloud. This mechanism is still not 

completely clear. The generally accepted charging mechanism is non-inductive collisional 

charging. 

The majority of discharges (~ 75%) don’t reach the ground. Discharges transporting 

the cloud charge to the ground are named cloud-to-ground (CG) discharges. Most common is 

a downward negative discharge (~ 90%). Typical time development and typical components 

of the negative cloud-to-ground discharge is shown in Figure 1 [Rakov and Uman, 2003]. 

The in-cloud process called preliminary breakdown lasts from a few milliseconds to 

several tens of milliseconds and generates the condition for the formation of the stepped 

leader. The stepped leader forms the conductive path between the cloud and the ground. When 

the leader approaches ground, one or more upward connecting leaders are initiated. The 

connection between the downward and upward moving leaders is called the attachment 

process and occurs usually several tens of meters above the ground. The attachment process is 

in fact the first stage of the return stroke. The return stroke transports the charge stored in the 

leader channel to the ground. The typical speed of the return stroke is between one-third and 

one-half of the speed of light. The peak current can exceed one hundred thousands of amperes. 

The subsequent strokes within the same flash are triggered by dart leaders. Between the end of 

the first return stroke and the initiation of the dart leader, J- processes and K-changes occur in 

the cloud. When the dart leader approaches ground, similar attachment process starts the 
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subsequent return stroke.The average total multiplicity is about two for negative cloud-to-

ground flashes.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Typical time development and typical components of the negative cloud-to-ground 

discharge [Rakov and Uman, 2003]  
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2.2 Properties of signals radiated by particular lightning 

phenomena 

 

Preliminary breakdown pulses: 

 

Stolzenburg et al. [2013a] introduced a new hypothesis about the generation of the 

preliminary breakdown pulses based on the time-correlated high-speed video and 

electromagnetic field measurement. The authors found that the bursts of light recorded by the 

high-speed video (50 000 frames/s) are coincident with largest preliminary breakdown pulses 

in E-field data. The authors therefore assumed that they observed the light coming from the 

initiation location of a flash.  They hypothesized that the bursts of light and the coincident 

electromagnetic pulses were caused by the same physical event. They concluded that each 

burst of light is a visible manifestation of an in-cloud leader initiation. The same team of 

authors tried to locate the preliminary breakdown pulses using a network of ten E-change 

sensors. The measurements of electric filed changes were completed by optical observation 

and by the data from the LMA (Lightning Mapping Array) network. The results were reported 

by Karunarathne et al. [2013]. The authors observed a downward motion of preliminary 

breakdown pulses for negative CG flashes and an upward motion for IC flashes. The authors 

concluded that the newly developed technique provides an important new tool for 

understanding of the lightning initiation. 

 

 

Inter-stroke pulse trains: 

 

Davis [1999] measured the time derivative of the electric field generated by dart-

stepped leaders, by the leaders preceding a new ground termination, and by the IC leaders. He 

noticed the presence of trains of pulses in his records and compared the properties of the pulse 

trains connected with different types of leaders. Due to the insufficient length of the waveform 

records (205 µs only) he limited his study to the comparison of the inter-pulse interval. The 

inter-pulse interval was 2.8 µs, 7.6 µs, and 5.1 µs for trains in the dart-stepped leaders, in the 

leaders preceding new ground termination, and for the trains in IC discharges, respectively. 

The author found that the inter-pulse intervals were increasing and the speed of the leader 
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movement was decreasing with time in a given train for all types of leaders. He concluded that 

the length of the steps in the propagation of the leaders remained unchanged, which is 

consistent with the optical observations.   

Wang et al. [2010] classified four types of the bursts according to the evolution of the 

inter-pulse interval and the polarity of the pulses. The authors assigned different evolution 

patterns to different lightning phenomena. They speculated that the „normal “ burst can be 

seen as a small intra-cloud return stroke, the “back” burst as a leader of the small return 

stroke, the “symmetrical” burst as a combination of both and the “reversal” burst can be 

connected with CG+ discharge. 

 

 Bouncing-wave type discharge: 

 

 Hamlin et al. [2007] found the secondary peaks after the initial peak in the electric 

field waveform in 12 % of their compact intra-cloud discharges (CID). They interpreted these 

secondary peaks as a signature of a reflection of an intra-cloud channel current pulse. Nag and 

Rakov [2010a and 2010b] proposed the bouncing wave mechanism for the generation of the 

secondary peaks in the waveforms of the CIDs. The current pulse is injected at one end of a 

relatively short conductive channel, is reflected successively multiple times until it is absorbed 

or attenuated.  
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3. AIMS OF THE THESIS 

 

 The aim of this doctoral thesis is to analyze electromagnetic signals radiated by in-

cloud processes and consequently to contribute to the understanding of charge distribution in 

thunderclouds that is directly linked to lightning initiation. The electromagnetic manifestations 

of particular lightning processes need to be investigated in detail. Special attention should be 

paid to the electromagnetic pulses generated by the in-cloud currents and to the comparison of 

obtained results with results of previously published studies.  The specific questions to be 

answered by this thesis work are as follows: 

 

(1) What are the properties of trains of regular unipolar microsecond-scale electromagnetic 

pulses produced by intra-cloud lightning discharges between the return strokes? What is the 

generation mechanism of these pulse trains?   

 

(2) What are the typical characteristics of the pulse sequences occurring prior to the first 

return stroke?  

 

(3) What are the fine properties of the dominant peaks of the return strokes? Can we use 

measurements of these properties as a tool for estimation of the stroke multiplicity? 

 

(4) Is there any link between a bouncing wave type discharge and other lightning phenomena?  
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4. DATA  

4.1 Instrumentation 
 

For our measurements we use a magnetic-field antenna coupled with a ground-based 

version of a broadband high-frequency analyzer IME-HF (Instrument Mesure Electrique – 

Haute Frequence) which is being developed in the Institute of Atmospheric Physics for the 

TARANIS spacecraft. The TARANIS mission (Tool for the Analysis of Radiations from 

lightNIng and Sprites) is a French microsatellite mission, which will carry the unique set of 

instruments dedicated for observing of transient luminous events and terrestrial gamma ray 

flashes from space. The satellite is scheduled to be launched in the end of 2015.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Block diagram of the broadband analyzer IME-HF 

 

The design of the instrument which is dedicated for the measurements in space is 

specific in terms of the choice of components, materials, and also manufacturing processes. 

The reliability and availability of the instrument has to be guaranteed over the lifetime of the 

mission. Verification of the ability of the instrument to fulfill the scientific specification of a 
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space mission is complicated procedure which is difficult to perform in laboratory conditions. 

As our analyzer is designed to measure electromagnetic manifestations of lightning discharges 

in space, we can take advantage of the similarity of these manifestations in space and on the 

ground and use the nature itself as a variable, unpredictable and gorgeous laboratory. 

The block diagram of the analyzer is shown in Figure 2. The analog part of the 

analyzer includes amplifiers, two anti-aliasing filters and a set of twelve band-pass filters with 

amplifiers and RMS detectors. The core of the digital part of the electronics is an FPGA 

Virtex 4, where the sampled and digitized signal is processed.  The analyzed frequency band 

goes from 5 kHz to 37 MHz.  The sampling frequency is 80 MHz. Selected interesting parts 

(up to 1 s) of the waveforms are recorded. 

 

4.2 Data analysis method  

 

We were looking for the signatures of different lightning phenomena in the integrated 

waveform records. The strongest recorded signals were radiated by the return strokes and we 

compared them with the return stroke data obtained from CELDN (Central European 

Lightning Detection Network) and from METEORAGE (French meteorological service). Both 

services provide us with the information about the time, the location, the peak current and the 

polarity of the particular return stroke. Having the information about the timing of return 

strokes, we were able to concentrate on the time interval before the first return stroke or on the 

time interval between the strokes. The results of an analysis of the properties of different 

signals radiated by lightning flashes are presented in the section 5. 

 

4.3. Locations of the receiving stations  

 

We started to measure the signals generated by lightning discharges in the laboratory 

of the Institute of Atmospheric Physics in Prague, Czech Republic (320m, 50.0411N, 

14.4774E) in 2011. We also continuously monitor the thunderstorm activity in collaboration 

with LSBB (Laboratoire Souterrain a Bas-Bruit) in Rustrel, Southern France since 2012. We 

placed the analyzer together with the antenna system in a favorable electromagnetic 

environment on the summit of La Grande Montagne (1028 m, 43.9410N, 5.4836E), Plateau 

d'Albion. Thus we have the opportunity to compare the manifestation of different lightning 
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phenomena in the inland of the Central Europe and in the higher altitude close to the 

Mediterranean. The dependency of the properties of lightning discharges on the geographical 

and climatic conditions was reported many times in the lightning literature [Corray et al., 

1994; Kigitawa et al., 1994; Gomes et al., 1998; Sharme et al., 2008, and others].  

However, measurements of signals radiated by lightning discharges weren’t yet 

performed in locations having the same or similar climatic conditions as Prague or Rustrel. 

Our measurements can therefore contribute to a better understanding of properties of lightning 

discharges observed from different altitudes and geographical positions. 
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5.   RESULTS  

5.1 Properties of unipolar magnetic field inter-stroke pulse 

trains 

 

In this section we analyze properties of the trains of regular unipolar microsecond-

scale magnetic-field pulses produced by intra-cloud lightning phenomena in continental 

conditions (Prague, Czech Republic). Our time resolution is by more than one order of 

magnitude better than the limit of measuring systems used in studies of Krider [1975] and 

Rakov [1996]. Our time resolution is also four times better than the resolution of Davis [1999] 

and the length of our recordings is about three orders of magnitude larger than in his data. Our 

measurements are therefore suitable for a clear identification of individual microsecond-scale 

pulses in the trains and, at the same time, for long recordings of multiple trains in a sequence. 

We estimated the time intervals between the trains, their lengths, the number of pulses in the 

individual trains, and the inter-pulse time intervals. Examples of waveforms of individual 

pulses and trains with positive and negative pulse polarities are shown in Fig.3a and Fig. 3b, 

respectively. 

We have observed 31 trains grouped in three separate sequences (with respectively 12, 

13 and 6 trains). We have measured the time interval between the beginnings (times of the 

first pulses) of the neighboring trains in these sequences. The histogram of these time intervals 

is plotted in Fig. 4a. The distribution clearly has a "heavy tail" and is far from being normal. 

The geometrical average of the obtained values is 5.6 ms.  

As the next step of our analysis, all trains which contained bipolar pulses, and trains 

with both pulse polarities have been excluded from our statistics. Out of the 25 remaining 

trains, 8 trains contain pulses with positive polarities, and 17 trains have negative pulse 

polarities, corresponding to relations between directions of distant source currents and their 

unknown positions with respect to the orientation and position of the antenna. This analyzed 

data set contains the total number of 967 individual pulses. The duration  of the individual 

trains varies from 48 µs to 448 µs with a mean value of 176 µs (Fig. 4b). This is more than 30 

times shorter than the typical time intervals between the trains. The total number of pulses in a 

train varies from 12 to 109 with a mean value of 39 (Fig. 4c). The time interval between 

neighboring pulses within the trains ranges between 0.7 µs and 28 µs with a mean value of 

4.7 µs (Fig. 4d). The ratio between the smallest and the largest amplitude of pulses in each 
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individual train varies from 0.1 to 0.4 with a mean value of about 0.2 (Fig. 4e). The pulse 

amplitudes follow a wide distribution (Fig. 4f) but on average they reach approximately 0.5 of 

their maximum in a given train.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 Examples of the trains with (a) positive and (b) negative pulse polarities. Detailed 

examples of individual pulses are shown in the inlets. 

  

Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b respectively show an example of evolution of the inter-pulse 

interval and the pulse amplitude normalized by its maximum within the train from Fig. 3b. 

The fluctuations of obtained results are significant but the general trend is that the inter-pulse 

interval is increasing and the pulse amplitude is decreasing within this train. To roughly 

characterize the evolution of the inter-pulse intervals and normalized pulse amplitudes, we 

have estimated linear trends in all trains. We have calculated coefficients of a linear least-

squares regression as a function of time.  An example of the regression line is overplotted in 

figures Fig. 5a and Fig. 5b. The histograms of the growth/decay rates in the separate pulse 

trains are plotted in Fig. 5c and Fig. 5d, respectively, for the inter-pulse interval and the 

amplitude. The inter-pulse interval rises on average by 4.1 µs during the train duration, and, 

during the same time, the amplitude drops on average by 15% of its maximum. However, the 
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spread of the obtained values is very large (from a decrease by 70% up to an increase by 37%) 

in the case of the normalized amplitudes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4  (a)Time interval between the neighboring trains, (b) Duration of the trains, (c) Number 

of pulses in the trains, (d) Time interval between neighboring pulses in each train, (e) Ratio of 

the largest to the smallest amplitude of pulses in each individual train, (f) Pulse amplitudes 

normalized by their maximum in each individual train 
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Fig. 5 Evolution of (a) the inter-pulse interval and (b) of the pulse amplitude normalized by its 

maximum value in a train from Fig. 1b, solid lines show linear fits. Histograms of linear 

trends for all analyzed trains:  (c) the growth of inter-pulse interval within each individual 

train; (d) amplitude growth related to the maximum pulse amplitude in each train.  

 

The observations of the pulse trains can bring new information about the charge 

structure in the thunderclouds, based on the temporal evolution of pulse properties. According 

to our measurements we can confirm that the most frequent evolution pattern of pulse train is 

characterized by an increasing inter-pulse interval and a decreasing pulse amplitude within an 

observed train, but we have less frequently observed all combinations of the evolution of the 

pulse amplitude and inter-pulse interval. These different evolution patterns also occurred 

during a single 120-ms long record and probably belonged to the same type of lightning 

process.  Assuming that the speed of the movement of the dart leader was decreasing with 

time we can explain the observed increasing time interval between the neighboring pulses 

(96% trains in our dataset) on the condition that the distance between the neighboring charge 

pockets in the thundercloud is nearly constant, forming a hypothetical periodic charge 

structure at spatial scales on the order of 10 m. We are then also able to explain the sequential 
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decrease of the amplitude of the pulses by the decrease of the speed of the leader propagation, 

because the radiated magnetic field is proportional to the speed of the leader movement 

[Uman and McLain, 1970]. Different distances between neighboring charge pockets and/or an 

increase of the speed of the leader propagation could probably also explain the observed 

untypical evolution patterns of the trains of the pulses.  

 

5.2 Properties of trains of preliminary breakdown pulses 

occurring prior to the first stroke of negative lightning 

flashes 

 

Sixteen waveforms containing the first return strokes and the corresponding trains of 

preliminary breakdown pulses were measured during one thunderstorm occurred on 11
th

 of 

October 2012 in the vicinity of our receiving station in Rustrel in Southern France.  

The sequence of pulses occurring prior to the first RS (return stroke) is usually 

composed of three parts. It begins with an initial larger pulse train of preliminary breakdown 

pulses, which is followed by a relatively low and irregular pulse activity. The sequence ends 

with another pulse train attributed to the last stages of the stepped leader. We can see two 

different patterns. We were able to separate the individual parts of the sequence in 8 cases. 

The parts were probably overlapping in remaining 8 cases and we were not able to divide the 

sequences into three parts. The second pattern of the sequence with the highlighted detail 

showing the train of preliminary breakdown pulses is plotted in Figure 6. We calculated the 

number of pulses, the percentage of unipolar pulses in each individual train and the duration of 

the trains for sequences with a separable train of PB (Preliminary breakdown) pulses. We also 

estimated the inter-pulse intervals between the pulses in the particular trains of PB pulses.  

 We found that both the first and the largest pulses are bipolar with the same initial 

polarity as the return stroke. The ratio of the peak-to-peak amplitudes of the largest 

preliminary breakdown pulse and the corresponding return stroke varies from 3.2 % to 46.1 % 

with a mean value of 21 %. The time separation of the first preliminary breakdown pulse and 

the corresponding return stroke varies from 0.9 ms to 7.1 ms with a mean value of 2.6 ms. The 

duration of the individual trains varies from 615 µs to 1768 µs with a mean value of 1294 µs. 

The number of pulses in the individual trains varies from 15 to 52 with a mean value of 32. 
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The percentage of bipolar pulses in the individual trains varies from 7 % to 69 % with a mean 

value of 32 %. The inter-pulse interval varies from 8 µs to 253 µs with a mean value of 41 µs. 

The histogram of the obtained values of the inter-pulse intervals is plotted in Figure 7. The 

distribution clearly has a "heavy tail" and is far from being normal.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.6  Example of the second pattern of the sequence (the detail of the train of preliminary 

breakdown pulses is highlighted) 

 

  

 We can conclude that we observed a pulse activity prior to 84 % of the first RS 

recorded in the thunderstorm on 11th of October 2012. Our results are consistent with 

previously published studies with the exception of the duration of the pre-stroke pulse 

sequence. We obtained an extremely low value of the average time separation of the first 

preliminary breakdown pulses and the corresponding return strokes in comparison with the 

previously published studies [Gomes et al., 1998; Baharudin et al., 2010]. We can speculate 
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that this low value can be linked to a low distance between the cloud base and the receiving 

station. 

  We can support our hypothesis using the LMA data (Lightning Mapping Array). The 

LMA data related to this thunderstorm shows very low height of the origin of the first return 

stroke. We can speculate that the combination of a relatively high altitude of the measuring 

site (1024 m) and a low height of the clouds (~ 2 km) probably results in the short duration of 

the pre-stroke sequence of pulses.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 Histogram of the obtained values of the inter-pulse intervals 

 

 We select one flash from the same thunderstorm for a comparative study of the 

waveforms of the horizontal magnetic field (a sampling interval of 12.5 ns) with the 

waveforms of the vertical electric field (a sampling interval of 80 ns). The parts of the 

waveforms showing the same sequence are plotted in Figure 8. The upper panels show the 

magnetic-field waveforms; the bottom panels show the electric-field waveforms. Red ovals 

show the corresponding time interval when the magnetic- and electric-field waveforms 

substantially differ. The initial part of the sequence is absent in the electric-field recordings. 

We can speculate that the absence of the part of pulses could be caused by their relative 

location with respect to the antenna radiation pattern. A whip electric antenna directed 

vertically is less sensitive to discharges which occur just above it. This hypothesis assumes the 

horizontal movement of the sources of the pre-stroke pulse activity, which was not reported in 

the lightning literature up to now. 
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                               (a)                                                            (b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             
                                    (c)                                                           (d) 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8  2ms-long parts of the waveforms showing the same sequence of pulses. The upper 

panels (a, b) show the magnetic-field waveforms; the bottom panels (c, d) show the electric-

field waveforms. The plots on the left (a, c) show the pre-stroke pulse activity including the 

RS; the plots on the right (b, d) show the pre-stroke pulse activity just before the RS on an 

expanded vertical scale.  

 

5.3 Bouncing wave type discharge 

 

We have recorded only a few cases of the bouncing wave type discharge during our 

summer campaigns.  Analysis of one of these cases recorded by our analyzer initiated a case 

study of the electron acceleration above thunderclouds by Fullekrug et al. [2013]. This was 

the only high frequency event recorded during a passage of the thunderstorm overhead on 30 

August 2012. The recorded magnetic-field waveform exhibits resonance type oscillations with 
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a period of ∼3.8 µs (corresponding to a frequency of ∼260 kHz) lasting for about ∼9 cycles 

(Fig. 9).  

This type of oscillations was, to our best knowledge, observed and reported only in 

connection with compact intra-cloud discharges [Nag and Rakov, 2009].  However, in our 

case the observed lightning discharge lacks some features typical for compact intra-cloud 

discharges. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9 Lightning discharge exhibiting resonant type oscillations with a period of ~3.8 s 

(corresponding to a frequency of ~260 kHz) lasting for ~9 cycles over ~34.2 s, and attributed 

to a bouncing wave type discharge 

 

The discovery of this particular bouncing wave type discharge in our data induced a 

wide search of unusual signatures in the data recorded by other instruments, which were doing 

their measurements in the same time and in the same region. The observed discharge was 

classified by the METEORAGE service as a positive cloud-to-ground discharge having the 

peak current of 124 kA. The discharge was strong enough to saturate all nearby ELF/VLF/LF 

receivers. The same discharge recorded in Orleans (France) and in Bath (UK) showed a 

trailing waveform ~9 ms later. The trailing waveform had relatively little spectral content in 
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the VLF range. Such kind of flat spectra are characteristic for relativistic electron beams 

which have been described by Fullekrug et al. [2011].  

Even though it was only a single event, it was the first simultaneous detection of radio 

signatures from electrons accelerated to thermal and relativistic energies above thunderclouds. 

The multi-sensor aspect provided us with experimental criteria on how these events can be 

detected without relying on optical cameras.  
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6. CONCLUSION  

 

 Electromagnetic signals radiated by different parts of lightning flashes were analyzed 

in this doctoral thesis. The signals were measured using a newly developed broad-band 

analyzer with a sampling interval of 12.5 ns. We studied the microsecond- and 

submicrosecond-scale variations of fields generated by the currents flowing in the lightning 

channels. We concentrated our attention on the electromagnetic pulses generated by the in-

cloud currents because of their direct link to the charge distribution inside the thunderclouds. 

The conclusions of this thesis work are as follows: 

 

(1) We analyzed trains of regular unipolar microsecond-scale magnetic-field pulses produced 

by intra-cloud lightning discharges between the return strokes. Our time resolution was more 

than four times better than the limit of measuring systems used in previously published studies 

[Krider et al.,1975; Rakov et al.,1996; and Davis, 1999]. A systematic analysis of variations of 

the inter-pulse intervals and of the peak amplitudes was done for the first time. We also 

analyzed properties of individual pulses and found visible asymmetries in their shapes. We 

proposed a possible generation mechanism of these trains of pulses based on a hypothesis that 

periodical charge structures were present in the thundercloud. This mechanism can explain the 

observed evolution of peak amplitudes and inter-pulse intervals and also the observed 

asymmetry in the shapes of pulses. The results were published in an international peer-

reviewed journal [Kolmasova and Santolik, 2013] – see item no. 1 on the List of Publications. 

  

(2) We analyzed the pulse sequences occurring prior to the first return stroke. We observed an 

extremely short duration of the pre-stroke pulse activity in comparison with the previously 

published studies [Gomes, 1998; Baharudin, 2010]. We proposed a hypothesis that the 

duration of the pre-stroke pulse activity was dependent on the height of the thunderclouds.  

Our explanation was supported by the Lightning Mapping Array (LMA) data showing a very 

low localized origin of the return strokes. The results were presented at an international 

conference IAGA 2013 – see item no. 3 on the List of Publications. 

 

 (3) We tried to find a link between the properties of the lightning current channel and the 

shapes of the dominant return stroke peaks in the magnetic-field waveform and in the 

waveforms of the time derivative of the magnetic field. These measurements combined with a 
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simplified transition line model of the lightning current channel show that the lightning 

channel isn’t necessarily shared by the subsequent strokes formally belonging to the same 

flash. This hypothesis needs to be verified by simultaneous electromagnetic and optical 

measurements of multiple stroke flashes. The results were presented at an international 

conference AGU 2012 – see item no. 5 on the List of Publications. 

 

(4) We have recorded a case of the bouncing wave type discharge during our summer 

campaign in Rustrel, France.  Analysis of this case initiated a case study of the electron 

acceleration above thunderclouds by Fullekrug et al. [2013] – see item no. 2 on the List of 

Publications. The observed case lacks some features typical for compact intra-cloud 

discharges but other receivers in France, UK, and Hungary recorded signatures which are 

consistent with a presence of a relativistic electron beam. A subsequent sprite was also 

observed by an optical camera from Italy. 

 

 This thesis work opens a clear perspective of our future work. We will continue to 

analyze the electromagnetic manifestations of fast in-cloud processes. The new arrangement 

of our receiving antennas will allow us to estimate the source locations of the pulses by 

considering the differences of the time of arrival and in the amplitudes of particular pulses 

recorded by different antennas. We expect that we will be able to recognize a possible 

movement of the sources. This will be done for the first time with high resolution data. We 

hope to have a new tool for the investigation of the small-scale properties of the charge 

distribution inside the thunderclouds.  

.   
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 My personal contribution to common publications 

and to the development of the instrumentation 

 

 

Publication (1): 

 selection of the waveforms containing the trains of pulses  

 estimation of the properties of the trains 

 analysis of the properties of the trains 

 comparison of obtained results with previously published studies 

 

Publication (2): 

 selection of the waveform containing the bouncing wave type discharge 

 analysis of the properties of the particular bouncing wave type discharge 

 

 

Development of the instrumentation: 

 design of the analog part of the analyzer 

 testing of the performance of the analyzer 

 technical documentation  

 design of the preamplifier 

 installation of the ground-based measurements 

 calibration of the antenna system 

 

 

My work was supported by the international cooperation program of the ASCR grant 

M10042120 and by the GACR project 205-09-1253. 
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SUMMARY  

This thesis is aimed at broadband electric and magnetic signals radiated by lightning 

discharges. In spite of more than 250 years of research it is still not known what triggers the 

lightning discharge. It is not yet fully understood how a thundercloud gets charged. The 

mystery of lightning initiation is hidden inside the thundercloud. In-situ and optical 

measurements of in-cloud processes are difficult and sometimes impossible. However in-

cloud discharges which are believed to signalize initiation of the lightning strokes, radiate 

electromagnetic signals. Analysis of remote measurements of signals radiated by in-cloud 

lightning processes can therefore serve as a useful tool for their investigation.  

In the frame of this thesis work, electromagnetic manifestations of particular lightning 

processes were measured using a newly developed broad-band analyzer with a sampling 

interval of 12.5 ns. We concentrate our attention on the microsecond- and submicrosecond-

scale variations of electromagnetic fields generated by the in-cloud currents. These variations 

have a direct link to the propagation of in-cloud discharges in the complicated charge structure 

inside the thunderclouds. 

The main result of the thesis is a successful experimental determination of properties 

of inter-stroke pulse trains. This result is based on a systematic analysis of variations of inter-

pulse intervals and of peak amplitudes which has been done for the first time. We propose a 

possible generation mechanism involving interactions of in-cloud leaders with periodical 

charge structures. This hypothesis can explain the observed evolution of peak amplitudes and 

inter-pulse intervals and also the observed asymmetry in the shapes of pulses. 

 

The results were published in papers and conference contributions listed in the List of 

publications. The contributions of co-authors were equal in all cases. 
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RÉSUMÉ  

 Tato dizertační práce se zabývá analýzou elektromagnetických signálů vyzařovaných 

přírodními bleskovými výboji. Po více než 250 letech předchozích výzkumů je vznik 

bleskového výboje uvnitř nabitého bouřkového mraku stále zahalen tajemstvím. Optická a 

balónová měření procesů odehrávajících se uvnitř mraku jsou složitá, nákladná a často zcela 

nemožná. Vnitromrakové bleskové výboje, které by nám mohly leccos prozradit o počáteční 

fázi bleskového výboje, ovšem vyzařují elektromagnetické signály. Analýza těchto signálů 

tedy představuje užitečný nástroj, kterým lze do mraku nahlédnout. 

 K měření elektromagnetických signálů vyzařovaných bleskovými výboji jsme použili 

v rámci této práce nově vyvinutý širokospektrální analyzátor s vzorkovacím kmitočtem 

80MHz.  Zaměřili jsme se především na mikro- a submikrosekundové změny magnetického 

pole generovaného proudy tekoucími uvnitř bouřkového mraku. Tyto rychlé změny pole jsou 

totiž těsně svázány s rozložením nábojů, které výboj potkává na své cestě mrakem. 

 Nejdůležitějším výsledkem této práce je experimentální určení vlastností sekvencí 

elektromagnetických pulsů objevujících se mezi zpětnými údery násobných blesků. Poprvé 

jsme provedli systematickou analýzu variací amplitud a vzdáleností mezi pulsy v jednotlivých 

sekvencích. Navrhli jsme mechanismus, kterým by tyto pulsy mohly být generovány. Pokud 

by se totiž v bouřkovém mraku vyskytovaly ekvidistantně rozložené shluky náboje, mohl by 

vnitromrakový výboj vyzařovat sekvence pulsů podobných vlastností, jaké jsme pozorovali. 

Stejné rozložení náboje by vysvětlilo i nezanedbatelnou asymetrii ve tvaru pulsů.  

  

Výsledky byly publikovány a prezentovány v pracích, jejichž přehled je uveden v Seznamu 

publikací. Podíl spoluautorů byl ve všech případech rovnoměrný.  

 

   


